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Jack Ma is to hand the reins to chief executive Daniel Zhang © Bloomberg

Louise Lucas in Hong Kong SEPTEMBER 10 2019

Alibaba, China’s most valuable public tech company, will mark its 20th birthday on Tuesday
with a rite of succession: its founder Jack Ma will retire as executive chairman and hand the
reins to chief executive Daniel Zhang.

It is the first transition at the top of a big Chinese tech company — peers Tencent and Baidu are
still run by their founders Pony Ma and Robin Li — and in many ways the toughest to pull off.

The 55-year-old Mr Ma, China’s richest man, is a charismatic leader who built Alibaba from a
shared apartment into a company worth $462bn. His successor is a low-key former accountant.

But Alibaba’s investors are unfazed. The company’s share price has risen 9.4 per cent in the year
since he announced he would retire and Alibaba is woven into the fabric of daily life for
hundreds of millions of Chinese as means of buying and selling goods, making payments and as
a source of entertainment.

The company runs like a machine, say its supporters, blending the idealism and blue-sky
thinking of Mr Ma with his successor’s pragmatic, bottom-line approach. Besides, as a life-long
member of the partnership that controls Alibaba, Mr Ma will remain in the wings.

“Jack has left a very deep imprint across every square inch of Alibaba,” said Alan Hellawell, a
partner at Jakarta-based Alpha JWC Ventures, who followed the company as an analyst from its
early days.

The succession has been carefully planned and Alibaba often talks about its deep talent pool.
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But Mr Ma also leaves his successor some lofty targets: by 2036 the Alibaba “economy” will
create 100m jobs, support 10m profitable businesses and serve 2bn customers around the
world, up from around 654m currently.

Nearer term, it is targeting $1tn in gross merchandise value, the value of the goods sold on its
platforms, this year, up from $853bn last year.

Mr Ma’s longer term pledges look increasingly heroic in today’s climate. The US-China trade
war is souring globalisation — and has already claimed another Alibaba pledge — to create 1m
jobs in America by giving small businesses there a route to sell their goods in China.

Alibaba’s own globalisation efforts closer to home, in south-east Asia and India, have yet to bear
much fruit; ecommerce platform Lazada has been through various iterations since Alibaba
acquired it. Overseas markets are key if Alibaba is to meet its target on 2bn customers.

“I think all these promises will fade away,” said Duncan Clark, author of Alibaba, the house that
Jack built. Mr Ma’s own focus, he notes, has increasingly pivoted towards Africa where he has
launched a series of philanthropic initiatives.

Philanthropy is where the tech founder is plotting his next act: in areas such as education and
rural poverty, sectors that perhaps not coincidentally mesh with the Chinese government’s own
aims.

But then, as Mr Clark notes, Mr Ma’s talent has always been an uncanny ability to read the
runes several steps ahead. He did it with ecommerce, now a $2tn market in China, and in
mobile payments, in a country where even beggars accept alms via Alipay.

So it is with stepping down, at the hardly ripe, by Chinese standards, age of 55. “Others have
been caught out by not realising the guard had changed,” said Mr Clark. “His antennas are
pretty well attuned.”

Mr Ma’s scope remains vast. Lat month, in a debate with Tesla founder Elon Musk, he showed a
more optimistic and grounded streak than his foil. “We need heroes like you (who want to go to
Mars), but we need heroes like us (who will fix Earth),” he said.

But in a swansong video posted on the company website he was back on a more inspirational
track. Many companies, he said, grow big and then fail.

“A lot of companies, I learnt why they fail. Because they want the next quarter. They want
revenues, they want profit. They forget about dreams. It’s important that Alibaba dreams.”
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